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The Underground Railroad 2022-02-01 stories of the hopeful brave people who
fled slavery and made toronto their home an engaging and highly readable
account of the lives of black people in toronto in the 1800s lawrence hill
bestselling author of the illegal the underground railroad next stop toronto
explores toronto s role as a destination for thousands of freedom seekers
before the american civil war this new edition traces pathways taken by
people enslaved and free who courageously made the trip north in search of
liberty and offers new biographies images and information some of which is
augmented by a 2015 archaeological dig in downtown toronto within its pages
are stories of courageous men women and children who overcame barriers of
prejudice and racism to create homes institutions and a rich and vibrant
community life in canada s largest city these brave individuals established
organizations not only to help newcomers but also to oppose the ongoing
slavery in the united states and to resist racism in their adopted city based
entirely on original research the underground railroad offers fresh insights
into the rich heritage of african americans who became african canadians and
helped build toronto as we know the city today
The Velvet Underground 2022-09-08 though the velvet underground were
critically and commercially unsuccessful in their time in ensuing decades
they have become a constant touchstone in art rock punk post punk indie avant
pop and alternative rock in the 1970s and 80s lou reed john cale and nico
produced a number of works that traveled a path between art and pop in 1993
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the original band members of reed cale morrison and tucker briefly reunited
for live appearances and afterwards reed cale and briefly tucker continued to
produce music that travelled the idiosyncratic path begun in new york in the
mid 1960s the influence of the band and band members mediated and promoted
through famous fans such as david bowie and brian eno seems only to have
expanded since the late 1960s in 1996 the velvet underground were in inducted
into the rock and roll hall of fame demonstrating how far the band had
traveled in 30 years from an avant garde cult to the mainstream recognition
of their key contributions to popular music in these collected essays pattie
and albiez present the first academic book length collection on the velvet
underground the book covers a range of topics including the band s
relationship to us literature to youth and cultural movements of the 1960s
and beyond and to european culture and examines these contexts from the 1960s
through to the present day
The Underground Railroad 2014-07-01 it is the early 1860s slavery is legal in
the united states brave slaves try to escape to freedom along the secret
underground railroad but they don t always make it what would you do would
you help and protect the slaves from the slave catchers or would you follow
the law readers will find out what they would do through this compelling
narrative
The Amazing Underground Railroad 2012-01-01 thousands of courageous african
americans escaped from slavery in the south along what became known as the
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underground railroad the railroad provided a secret way to transport slaves
to freedom in the northern states and canada author kem knapp sawyer captures
the courage and determination of many fugitives who traveled the underground
railroad to freedom knapp brings the dangers faced by escaped slaves and
those who helped them along the way into detailed focus the success of the
underground railroad shows the resolve of many whites and blacks to end
slavery in the united states
London Underground 2013-05-10 surveying an unusually wide variety of material
ranging from the victorian triple decker novel to modernist art and
architecture to pop music and graffiti this book suggests that the tube
network is a transitional form linking the alienated spaces of victorian
england to the virtual spaces of our contemporary consumer capitalism
London's Underground Spaces 2013-07-12 this study explores how writers such
as charles dickens george gissing bram stoker and mary elizabeth braddon
negotiated the dirt and messiness of underground spaces and how in spite of
the transformation of london through underground sewers underground railway
and suburban cemeteries these spaces are surprisingly absent from their works
In Disguise on the Underground Railroad 2024 anna maria weems was just a
teenager when she was given the opportunity to escape her enslaver in the mid
1800s the journey would be dangerous but she would have the help of
abolitionists along the way one of those supporters had a novel idea anna
maria would escape to freedom disguised as a boy learn about her brave
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journey on the underground railroad in this inspiring graphic novel
Gridiron Underground 2019-01-26 canada couldn t guarantee them greatness but
offered the freedom and opportunity they needed to achieve it in 1951 bernie
custis a standout quarterback at syracuse had his invitation to the national
east west all star game rescinded when the organizers discovered he was black
in 1978 warren moon the only player to be inducted into both the canadian and
american football halls of fame went unselected as a quarterback in the nfl
draft with the nfl insisting that a black player could not lead a team
generations of promising athletes were denied a chance to compete at the
highest levels but with their minds set on getting the recognition they
deserved many of them found that canadian teams were ready to welcome them
aboard gridiron underground tells the story of how talented black american
players who were overlooked ignored or prevented from playing football in
their home country came to canada from the 1940s right through to the present
day
Son of the Underground 2012 in the months before isaac s birth brother yun
was in prison his mother was about to be forced into having an abortion
though seven months pregnant because she was carrying the child of an enemy
of the state after desperate prayer the night before she was due to go into a
hospital for the operation she miraculously gave birth
Five Thousand Miles Underground 2016-10-01 in this gripping action adventure
tale geared for younger audiences long time chums mark and jack are living as
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the house guests of the brilliant inventor professor amos henderson who
enlists their help to build a first of its kind vehicle that can be used for
underground exploration
The Gospel of Freedom 2022-08-16 wilbur h siebert published his landmark
study of the underground railroad in 1898 revealing a secret system of
assisted slave escapes a product of his time siebert based his research on
the accounts of northern white male abolitionists while useful in
understanding the northern boundaries of the slaves journey siebert s account
leaves out the complicated narrative of assistance below the mason dixon line
in the gospel of freedom black evangelicals and the underground railroad
author alicestyne turley positions kentucky as a crucial pass through
territory for escaping slaves and addresses the important contributions of
white and black antislavery southerners who united to form organized networks
to assist slaves in the deep south drawing on family history and lore as well
as a large range of primary sources turley shows how free and enslaved
african americans directly influenced efforts to physically and spiritually
resist slavery and how slaves successfully developed their own systems to
help others who were enslaved below the mason dixon line illuminating the
roles of these black freedom fighters turley questions the validity of long
held conclusions based on siebert s original work and suggests new areas of
inquiry for further exploration the gospel of freedom seeks to fill the
historical gaps and promote the lost voices of the underground railroad
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A Curious Mix of People 2023-10-17 a twisting path through austin s
underground music scene in the twentieth century s last decade narrated by
the people who were there it s 1990 in austin texas the next decade will be a
tipping point in the city s metamorphosis from sleepy college town to major
city beneath the increasingly slick exterior though a group of like minded
contrarians were reimagining an underground music scene embracing a do it
yourself ethos record labels emerged to release local music zines cheered and
jeered acts beneath the radar of mainstream media outlets and upstart clubs
provided a home venue for new bands to build their sound this vibrant scene
valued expression over erudition from the razor sharp songcraft of spoon to
the fuzzed out poptones of sixteen deluxe and blurred the boundaries between
observer and participant evolving in tandem with the city s emergence on the
national stage via the film slacker and the sxsw conference and festivals
austin s musical underground became a spiritual crucible for the uneasy
balance between commercial success and cultural authenticity a tension that
still resonates today the first book about austin underground music in the
90s a curious mix of people is an oral history that tells the story of this
transformative decade through the eyes of the musicians writers djs club
owners record store employees and other key figures who were there
The Underground Railroad and Slavery Through Primary Sources 2013-01-01 in
1619 the first african slaves arrived in america more than two hundred years
later african american slaves continued to suffer under the cruelest and
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harshest conditions in the south slaves tried to escape but it was difficult
however during the mid 1800s the underground railroad a secret network of
people and escape routes finally gave many slaves hope it helped thousands
reach freedom author carin t ford discusses the tragic story of slavery in
american history the heroes of the underground railroad and the end of
slavery in the united states
True Underground Rescue Stories 2013-05 readers can learn about the rescues
of jessica mcclure floyd collins the quecreek mine rescue the elandsrand mine
rescue and wesley autrey provided by publisher
Pioneering Participatory Art Practices 2024-05-31 participatory art practices
allow members of an audience to actively contribute to the creation of art
annemarie kok provides a detailed analysis and explanation of the use of
participatory strategies in art in the so called long sixties starting around
1958 and ending around 1974 in western europe drawing on extensive archival
materials and with the help of the toolbox of the actor network theory she
maps out the various actors of three case studies of participatory projects
by john dugger and david medalla piotr kowalski and telewissen all of which
were part of documenta 5 kassel 1972
Insider Histories of the Vietnam Era Underground Press, Part 2 2012-04-01
this enlightening book offers a collection of histories of underground papers
from the vietnam era as written and told by key staff members of the time
their stories building on those presented in part 1 represent a wide range of
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publications countercultural gay lesbian feminist puerto rican native
american black socialist southern consciousness prisoners rights new age rank
and file military and more wachsberger notes that the underground press not
only produced a few well known papers but also was truly national and diverse
in scope his goal is to capture the essence of the countercultural community
this book will be a fundamental resource for anyone seeking a deeper
understanding of a dramatic era in u s history as well as offering a younger
readership a glimpse into a generation of idealists who rose up to challenge
and improve government and society
THE PASTOR AND THE MATRIARCH OF THE GERMAN UNDERGROUND AND THEIR TIMES
2021-10-26 當時貴族女性代表露絲 范 克里絲 matriarch ruth von kleist 視反抗纳粹黨德籍牧師迪特里希如自己兒子之間的歷
史故事 本書含蓋了傳記宗教和歷史 特別是政治和軍事 反抗纳粹黨德籍牧師迪特里希 潘霍華 dietrich bonhoeffer 和當時貴族女性代表露絲 范
克里絲 matriarch ruth von kleist 視迪特里希如自己兒子之間的歷史故事 作者以澳洲出生的波蘭後裔的觀點 花了近六年時間考證這段歷史
並反應出現今某些中外人士外對於歷史 社會 宗教 政治等等理念的 不平衡點 in memory of dietrich bonhoeffer ruth
von kleist retzow and their kin who dared to uphold everything that was
decent in a world of indecency and injustice a compelling german historical
biography of faith framed by religious political and military conflict set in
the twin cataclysmic backdrop of both world wars as seen from a fresh polish
perspective the narrative is enriched with a wide array of compelling and
heroic personal stories including of many extraordinary women such as the
junker matriarch ruth von kleist and her children in defiance of multiple
manifestations of tyranny the central figure dietrich bonhoeffer of whom ruth
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came to regard like a son becomes disenchanted with the state church s
appeasement of the national socialist agenda and transitions into a double
life as pastor and spy as the tension builds to the tragic climax one can
draw disturbing parallels with the modern day subversion of all faiths
western and traditional and all other manner of human rights abuses in xi
jinping s people s republic of china with tacit approval it seems from the
vatican in rome moreover eerie parallels from the death throes of weimar
germany for america in 2020 21
Reinventing Tradition 2024-02-20 how was the jewish tradition reinvented in
russian jewish literature after a long period of assimilation the holocaust
and decades of communism the process of reinventing the tradition began in
the counter culture of jewish dissidents in the midst of the late soviet
underground of the 1960 1970s and it continues to the present day in this
period jewish literature addresses the reader of the post human epoch when
the knowledge about traditional jewry and judaism is received not from the
family members or the collective environment but rather from books paintings
museums and popular culture klavdia smola explores how contemporary russian
jewish literature turns to the traditions of jewish writing from biblical
judaism to early soviet anti zionist novels and how it re writes haskalah
satire hassidic midrash or yiddish travelogues
The Voice of Silence 2021-10-12 while trying to revive jewish national life
by teaching hebrew and judaism in the soviet union ephraim kholmyansky is
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arrested and threatened with long years of imprisonment and exile in response
he declares a hunger strike supporters throughout the world rally to pressure
the soviet government to release him a race against time begins ephraim
kholmyansky was born in moscow in 1950 in 1979 he initiated an underground
network for dissemination of hebrew jewish tradition and zionist values
throughout the peripheral cities of the ussr he was arrested in 1984 when the
kgb planted weapons in his apartment in order to stage a show trial and
intimidate jewish activists kholmyansky held a prolonged hunger strike while
kept in prison thanks to his hunger strike and major international solidarity
campaign he received a relatively short sentence this is an exceedingly rare
case of victory over the kgb this book documents this trying episode of his
life and provides a unique perspective from inside the ussr
Robert Williams 2023-09-11 a legendary figure of underground comix robert
williams b 1943 is an important social chronicler of american popular culture
the interviews assembled in robert williams conversations attest to his
rhetorical powers which match the high level of energy evident in his
underground comix and action filled canvases the public perception of
williams was largely defined by two events in 1987 guns n roses licensed a
williams painting for the cover of their best selling album appetite for
destruction however williams s cover art stirred controversies and was moved
to the inside of the album the second defining event was williams s
participation in the helter skelter exhibition at the los angeles museum of
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contemporary art in 1992 protests ensued when a room was set aside to feature
his work uncovering long forgotten and hard to find interviews this
collection serves as a social chronicle of counterculture from the 1960s
through the early 2000s one of the founders of the original zap comix
collective in the 1960s williams drew inspiration from pulp fiction hot rod
culture pin up girls and traditional academic art he invented the comics
character cootchy cooty and worked for the studios of ed big daddy roth he
rubbed shoulders with outlaw motorcycle gangs and tested the legal limits of
what was permissible comic book art during his day he has often been
described as a figure courting scandal and controversy a reputation he
discusses repeatedly in some of the interviews here since the 1980s williams
has emerged as a force in the fine art world raising interesting questions
about how painting and comic art interrelate
The Untold Story of John P. Parker 2023-08 most people have heard about
harriet tubman helping enslaved people emancipate themselves but there were
many others who helped enslaved people gain their freedom through the
underground railroad john p parker was one of them helping enslaved people
cross the ohio river to freedom with key biographical information and related
historical events this capstone captivate book uncovers parker s remarkable
story
Getting Started with Dwarf Fortress 2012-05-25 the author presents a guide to
the computer game dwarf fortress playable on windows linux and mac os x based
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computers with the author focusing on the game s simulation mode and how to
establish and maintain a dwarf fortress city manage its resources and train a
dwarf military
How We Outwitted and Survived the Nazis 2024-02-20 extraordinary storytelling
about unfathomable horror library journal starred review a worthy tribute to
the extraordinary bravery of a remarkable woman publishers weekly in world
war ii s poland thirty year old zofia sterner and her husband wacek refuse to
be classified as jews destined for extermination instead they evade the nazis
and the soviets in several dramatic escapes and selflessly rescue many jews
from the warsaw ghetto and a labor camp later becoming active participants in
the warsaw uprising where they are taken prisoner this retelling captured
through diaries interviews war crime trial testimonies and letters detail the
sterners heroic rescues escapes and ultimate survival a true story of hope
amid horrifying tragedy how we outwitted and survived the nazis illustrates
how war brings out the worst and the best in people and how true humanity and
heroism of ordinary people are revealed by their willingness to risk
everything and help others this story is about being human under the most
inhumane conditions
約束された場所で 1998 救いを求めて旅だった若者たちはなぜこんな所に辿り着いてしまったのか 地下鉄サリン事件を生んだ たましい の暗闇に村上春樹が迫る
オウム信者徹底インタビュー
The Life of Harriet Tubman 2014-07-01 sorting myth from truth in this amazing
tale of courage and heroism anne schraff breathes new life into the story of
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the most famous conductor on the underground railroad i grew up like a
neglected weed ignorant of liberty having no experience of it now i ve been
free i know what a dreadful condition slavery is harriet tubman ran away from
slavery in 1849 walking one hundred miles to freedom in the north for the
next sixteen years tubman risked her newfound freedom and her life to help
about three hundred other slaves escape during the civil war tubman worked as
a nurse and a scout for the union army and in her later years she joined the
struggle for the education of her people and for women s rights
Howard Cruse 2023-03-02 howard cruse tells the life story of one of the most
important figures in lgbtq comics a preacher s kid from alabama who became
the godfather of queer comics cruse 1944 2019 was a groundbreaking
underground cartoonist a wicked satirist an lgbtq activist and a mentor to a
vast network of queer comics artists his comic strip wendel published in the
advocate throughout the 1980s is considered a revolutionary moment in the
development of lgbtq comics as is his inaugurating the editorship of gay
comix with kitchen sink press in 1979 which furthered the careers of
important artists like jennifer camper and alison bechdel cruse s graphic
novel stuck rubber baby published in 1995 fictionalizes his own coming out in
the context of the civil rights movement in 1960s birmingham and was a
significant forerunner to contemporary graphic novels and memoirs howard
cruse draws on extensive archival research and interviews and covers cruse s
entire body of work the cute and zany barefootz the unexpected innovations of
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the gay comix stories the domestic intimacies of wendel and the complexity
and power of stuck rubber baby the book places cruse s art in the context of
his life and his times including the historic movements for gay rights and
against the aids crisis and it celebrates this extraordinary and essential
figure of lgbtq comics and american comics art more broadly
Wireless Sensor Systems for Extreme Environments 2017-06-08 provides unique
coverage of wireless sensor system applications in space underwater
underground and extreme industrial environments in one volume this book
covers the challenging aspects of wireless sensor systems and the problems
and conditions encountered when applying them in outer space under the water
below the ground and in extreme industrial environments it explores the
unique aspects of designs and solutions that address those problems and
challenges and illuminates the connections similarities and differences
between the challenges and solutions in those various environments the
creation of wireless sensor systems for extreme environments is a response to
the spread of wireless sensor technology into fields of health safety
manufacturing space environmental smart cities advanced robotics surveillance
and agriculture it is the first of its kind to present in a single reference
the unique aspects of wireless sensor system design development and
deployment in such extreme environments and to explore the similarities and
possible synergies between them the application of wireless sensor systems in
these varied environments has been lagging dramatically behind their
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application in more conventional environments making this an especially
relevant book for investigators and practitioners in all of these areas
wireless sensor systems for extreme environments is presented in five parts
that cover wireless sensor systems for extreme environments generic solutions
space wss solutions and applications underwater and submerged wss solutions
underground and confined environments wss solutions industrial and other wss
solutions this book is a welcome guide for researchers post graduate students
engineers and scientists who design and build operational and environmental
control systems emergency response systems and situational awareness systems
for unconventional environments
The Tube 2012-11-20 from norman foster s remarkable station at canary wharf
to the yellow brick vaults of baker street to the art deco exuberance of
arnos grove london s tube stations are among its most distinctive and iconic
buildings this beautiful hardback edition is a fantastic gift book publishing
in the run up to christmas and sales will be boosted even further by the much
loved network s 150th anniversary in 2013
Eudora Welty and Mystery 2022-12-28 contributions by jacob agner sarah
gilbreath ford katie berry frye michael kreyling andrew b leiter rebecca mark
suzanne marrs tom nolan michael pickard harriet pollack and victoria richard
eudora welty s ingenious play with readers expectations made her a cunning
writer a paramount modernist a short story artist of the first rank and a
remarkable literary innovator in her signature puzzle texts she habitually
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engages with familiar genres and then delights readers with her
transformations and nonfulfillment of conventions eudora welty and mystery
hidden in plain sight reveals how often that play is with mystery crime and
detective fiction genres popular fiction forms often condescended to in
literary studies but unabashedly beloved by welty throughout her lifetime put
another way welty often creates her stories secrets by both evoking and
displacing crime fiction conventions instead of restoring order with a
culminating reveal her story puzzles characteristically allow mystery to
linger and thicken the mystery pursued becomes mystery elsewhere the essays
in this collection shift attention from narratives characters and plots as
they have previously been understood by unearthing enigmas hidden within
those constructions some of these new readings continue welty s investigation
of hegemonic whiteness and southern narratives of race outlining these in
chalk as outright crime stories other essays show how welty anticipated the
regendering of the form now so characteristic of contemporary women mystery
writers her tender and widely ranging personal correspondence with the hard
boiled american crime writer ross macdonald is also discussed together these
essays make the case that across her career eudora welty was arguably one of
the genre s greatest double agents and to apply the titles of macdonald s
novels to her inventiveness with the form she is its underground woman its
unexpected sleeping beauty
夜はやさし 2008 european mennonites and the holocaust is one of the first books to
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examine mennonite involvement in the holocaust sometimes as rescuers but more
often as killers accomplices beneficiaries and bystanders
European Mennonites and the Holocaust 2021-01-26 contributions by jordan
bolay ian brodie jocelyn sakal froese dominick grace eric hoffman paddy
johnston ivan kocmarek jessica langston judith leggatt daniel marrone mark j
mclaughlin joan ormrod laura a pearson annick pellegrin mihaela precup jason
sacks and ruth ellen st onge this overview of the history of canadian comics
explores acclaimed as well as unfamiliar artists contributors look at the
myriad ways that english language francophone indigenous and queer canadian
comics and cartoonists pose alternatives to american comics to dominant
perceptions even to gender and racial categories in contrast to the united
states melting pot canada has been understood to comprise a social cultural
and ethnic mosaic with distinct cultural variation as part of its identity
this volume reveals differences that often reflect in highly regional and
localized comics such as paul mackinnon s cape breton specific old trout
funnies michel rabagliati s montreal based paul comics and kurt martell and
christopher merkley s thunder bay specific zombie apocalypse the collection
also considers some of the conventionally alternative cartoonists namely seth
dave sim and chester brown it offers alternate views of the diverse and
engaging work of two very different canadian cartoonists who bring their own
alternatives into play jeff lemire in his bridging of canadian us and
mainstream alternative sensibilities and nina bunjevac in her own blending of
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realism and fantasy as well as of insider outsider status despite an upsurge
in research on canadian comics there is still remarkably little written about
most major and all minor canadian cartoonists this volume provides insight
into some of the lesser known canadian alternatives still awaiting full
exploration
The Canadian Alternative 2017-11-20 martin scorsese b 1942 has long been
considered one of america s greatest cinematic storytellers over the last
fifty years he has created some of the most iconic moments in american film
never afraid to confront controversial issues with passion while few of his
films are directly autobiographical his upbringing in new york s little italy
the childhood asthma that kept him from playing sports and his early desire
to enter the priesthood all helped form his sensibilities and later shaped
his distinct style community religion violence these themes drive a scorsese
picture and whether he examines the violence that bursts forth in the hand of
travis bickle or the passion of jesus christ scorsese s mastery of the
history art and craft of filmmaking is undeniable this collection was
originally edited by the late peter brunette in 1999 and is now revised and
extensively updated by robert ribera it traces scorsese s evolution from the
earliest days of the new american cinema his work with roger corman and his
days at new york university s film program to his efforts to preserve the
legacy of cinema his documentary work and his recent string of successes
among new movies discussed are the departed hugo and the wolf of wall street
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and the documentaries no direction home and the blues scorsese stands out as
a director producer scholar preservationist and icon his work both behind the
camera and in the service of its history are a cornerstone of american and
world cinemas in these interviews scorsese takes us from elizabeth street to
the heights of hollywood and all the journeys in between
Martin Scorsese 2017-01-05 following the fall of france and the surrender of
paris on 14 june 1940 the british government announced that the channel
islands had no strategic importance and would not be defended the germans
occupied the islands from the end of june onwards and remained in control
until the end of the war on 10 october 1941 hitler announced his intention to
convert them into an impregnable fortress and the islands formed the most
heavily fortified and defended section of the entire atlantic wall this book
describes the design construction and manning of these defensive positions as
well as considering more widely the occupation of the channel islands by the
germans
The Channel Islands 1941–45 2013-05-20 historic freedom fighter and conductor
of the underground railroad harriet tubman risked her life to ferry enslaved
people from america to freedom in canada her legacy instigates and orients
this exploration of the history of black lives and the future of collective
struggle in canada harriet s legacies recuperates the significance of tubman
s time in canada as more than just an interlude in her american narrative it
is a new point from which to think about black diasporic mobilities
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possibilities and histories through essays and creative works this collection
articulates new territory for tubman in relation to the black atlantic
archive connecting her legacies of survival freedom and cultural expression
within a transnational framework contributors take up the question of legacy
in ways that remap discourses of genealogy and belonging positioning tubman
as an important part of today s freedom struggles integrating scholarship
with creative and curatorial practices the volume expands conversations about
culture and expression in african canadian life across art literature
performance politics and public pedagogy considering questions of culture
community and futures harriet s legacies explores what happened in the wake
of tubman s legacy and situates canada as a key part of that dialogue
Harriet’s Legacies 2022-05-15 during the german occupation of rome from 1942
to 1944 monsignor hugh o flaherty ran an escape organisation for allied pows
and civilians including jews safe within the vatican state he regularly
ventured out in disguise to continue his mission which earned him the
nickname the pimpernel of the vatican kappler the gestapo chief in rome
ordered him captured or killed when the allies entered rome monsignor o
flaherty and his colleagues had saved over 6 500 lives
The Vatican Pimpernel 2010-03-03 the killing of thirty four miners by police
at marikana in august 2012 was the largest massacre of civilians in south
africa since sharpeville the events have been covered in newspaper articles
on tv news and in a commission of inquiry but there is still confusion about
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what happened on that fateful day in murder at small koppie renowned
photojournalist greg marinovich explores the truth behind the marikana
massacre he investigates the shootings near wonderkop hill which happened in
view of the media as well as the killings that happened beyond the view of
cameras at a nondescript collection of boulders known as small koppie some
300 metres away many of the men killed here were shot in cold blood at close
range drawing on his own meticulous research eyewitness accounts and the
findings of the marikana commission of inquiry marinovich accurately
reconstructs that fateful day as well as the events leading up to the strike
and looks at the subsequent denials obfuscation and buck passing by lonmin
the saps and the government this is the definitive account of the marikana
massacre from the journalist whose award winning investigation into the
tragedy has been called the most important piece of south african journalism
since apartheid
Murder at Small Koppie 2016-02-03 this book provides the first comprehensive
account of the work of the united nations special committee on palestine
unscop constituted by the united nations general assembly in 1947 to study
the situation in palestine at the end of the british mandate and make
recommendations about its political future utilizing a wealth of archival
documentation some of it never before studied elad ben dror explores the
various aspects of unscop s activity to understand how it came to determine
the fate of the country s inhabitants the book analyzes the methods and
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motivations of the various members with special attention given to the
personal viewpoint of each member of the committee through this ben dror
shows that the partition recommendation emerged after a long process of study
debate and compromise that was very much dependent on the characters and
circumstances of the individual members of the committee unscop and the arab
israeli conflict will be a key text in understanding the role of unscop in
shaping the modern middle east it will be appropriate for scholars and
students of political science palestine and israeli history the arab israeli
conflict the un and diplomacy and conflict resolution
UNSCOP and the Arab-Israeli Conflict 2022-11-22 courageous surrealist artist
claude cahun championed freedom at every turn from rejecting gender norms and
finding queer love to risking death to sabotage the nazis at the turn of the
twentieth century in nantes france lucy schwob met suzanne malherbe and
lightning struck the two became partners both artistically and romantically
and transformed themselves into the creative personas claude cahun and marcel
moore together the couple embarked on a radical journey of surrealist
collaboration that would take them from conservative provincial france to the
vibrancy of 1920s paris to the oppression of nazi occupied jersey during
world war ii where they used art to undermine the nazi regime cahun and moore
challenged gender roles and championed freedom at a time when strict societal
norms meant that the truth of their relationship had to remain secret
featuring ten photographs by cahun and moore this graphic biography by
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cartoonist kaz rowe brings cahun s inspiring story to life ages twelve and up
Liberated 2023-09-12 few men of the civil war era were as complicated or
infamous as william clarke quantrill most who know him recognize him as the
architect of the confederate raid on lawrence kansas in august 1863 that led
to the murder of 180 mostly unarmed men and boys before that though quantrill
led a transient life shifting from one masculine form to another he played
the role of fastidious schoolmaster rough frontiersman and even confidence
man developing certain notions and skills on his way to becoming a proslavery
bushwhacker quantrill remains impossible to categorize a man whose
motivations have been difficult to pin down using new documents and old
documents examined in new ways a man by any other name paints the most
authentic portrait of quantrill yet rendered the detailed study of this man
not only explores a one of a kind enigmatic figure but also allows us entry
into many representative experiences of the civil war generation this picture
brings to life a unique vision of antebellum life in the territories and a
fresh view of guerrilla warfare on the border of even greater consequence
seeing quantrill in this way allows us to examine the perceived essence of
american manhood in the mid nineteenth century
A Man by Any Other Name 2023-09-01
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